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Resourcing Urban Discipleship by: -

•Unlocking real life stories of urban people

•Revealing Good News of the down-to-earth Christ

•Releasing life changing skills and confidence



a Christian mission charity that a Christian mission charity that 
has been working since 1972 to has been working since 1972 to 
help urbanhelp urban
churches of anychurches of any
denomination todenomination to
respond to therespond to the
challenges in theirchallenges in their
areas.areas.

is . . .is . . .



especially concerned with helping especially concerned with helping 
people in people in ‘‘texttext--shyshy’’ cultures (oral cultures (oral 
learners)learners)
to exploreto explore
the Bible.the Bible.

are . . .are . . .



establish local partnerships in UK establish local partnerships in UK 
cities to help churches find cities to help churches find 
appropriateappropriate
ways ofways of
working withworking with
the Biblethe Bible
within theirwithin their
local culture.local culture.

does . .does . .



offers training and offers training and 
resources toresources to
other individuals, other individuals, 
churches andchurches and
agencies placing agencies placing 
Christian workersChristian workers
in urban contexts.in urban contexts.

and . .and . .



have a one size fits all approach, or have a one size fits all approach, or 
tell you whattell you what’’s best for your owns best for your own
situation. situation. 

doesndoesn’’t . .t . .

We respond We respond 
to the local to the local 
contextcontext..



What we What we 
believebelieve

Jesus does not exclude anyone from Jesus does not exclude anyone from 
growing in their Christian faith simply growing in their Christian faith simply 
because the way that they take in because the way that they take in 
information, think, orinformation, think, or
learn, is different tolearn, is different to
the ways in which thethe ways in which the
Church has alwaysChurch has always
done these things.done these things.



What we What we 
believebelieve

Jesus does not exclude anyone from Jesus does not exclude anyone from 
the Church orthe Church or
the Kingdom the Kingdom 
because theybecause they
are are ‘‘not thenot the
right kind ofright kind of
peoplepeople’’..



Jesus does not make anyone feel 
that they are beyond the reach of 
God’s Grace
because they
are ‘not posh
enough’.

What we What we 
believebelieve



What we What we 
believebelieve

Jesus does not want anyone to feel excluded Jesus does not want anyone to feel excluded 
from church life because they do not have from church life because they do not have 
the the right qualificationsright qualifications, or, or
the the right kind of jobright kind of job, or live, or live
in the in the right kind of house,right kind of house,
or streetor street, or read , or read the rightthe right
booksbooks, or have the , or have the rightright
way of speakingway of speaking..



What we What we 
believebelieve

•• The fact that no one ever The fact that no one ever meantmeant to make to make 
people feel that way does not mean that it has people feel that way does not mean that it has 
not happened.not happened.

•• The church needs to beThe church needs to be
prepared to prepared to listenlisten
attentively to thoseattentively to those
who have feltwho have felt
marginalized ormarginalized or
excluded.excluded.



Those who the church has somehow Those who the church has somehow 
kept at the edge are often those from kept at the edge are often those from 
whom wewhom we
have mosthave most
to learn.to learn.

What we What we 
believebelieve



What we notice . .What we notice . .

Christians can, and do,Christians can, and do,
learn about their faith simply by:learn about their faith simply by:--

 sharing stories from their own sharing stories from their own 
everyday experienceeveryday experience
andand

 -- relating them torelating them to
the storiesthe stories
in the bible in the bible . .. .



And then . .And then . .

 deciding what to do about itdeciding what to do about it
 then taking action andthen taking action and
 sharing storiessharing stories

of the actionsof the actions
they have takenthey have taken
-- and so on . . . .and so on . . . .



UnlockUnlock’’s Simple s Simple 
ApproachApproach

•• Is easy to facilitate once you know howIs easy to facilitate once you know how
•• Is accessible to people who are alienated by Is accessible to people who are alienated by 

traditional,traditional,
text basedtext based
methodsmethods
of studyingof studying
Christian faith.Christian faith.



UnlockUnlock’’s Simple s Simple 
ApproachApproach

•Can also prove to be a refreshing 
approach for those who are quite 
comfortable with
traditional
methods!
•Often includes
food and creative
activities



Unlocking Life 
Experience
Start with the group
telling stories from their 
real life experience.

Revealing the Down to Earth 
Christ
The real life stories are compared 
to similar situations in the Bible..

Releasing Life Changing Skills
Change happens as a result of 
linking real life experience with
the Bible.  This change often 
leads to action among others.

Leading to more experience
What we learn now is learnt 
for life and changes us. We 
also learn to keep reflecting!

UnlockUnlock’’s Approachs Approach



‘‘Unlock are specifically committed to aUnlock are specifically committed to a section section 
of society that the church often neglects, because of society that the church often neglects, because 
that section of society is perceived as not having the that section of society is perceived as not having the 
intellectual capacity to engage adequately with the intellectual capacity to engage adequately with the 
Bible, which is often regarded in theBible, which is often regarded in the
church as a text for experts.church as a text for experts.
Unlock reaches outUnlock reaches out
specifically to a marginalizedspecifically to a marginalized
group and in doing so, followsgroup and in doing so, follows
the example of Jesus.the example of Jesus.’’

Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .



People needing to People needing to 
know God Loves themknow God Loves them

At the Unlock session on celebration we looked at Zephaniah 3:14-
20. It was great to hear celebratory stories of how long people had 
been drug and alcohol free, some for days, others months, and one 
for over 21 years. One lady who is coming through the Narcotics 
Anonymous programme said how it is God enabling her. She also 
said that in the end it all comes down to people needing to know
that God loves them. Another who is just starting the road to 
recovery picked out the verse about God turning
our shame to honour. One man couldn’t read
yet he still engaged with the session.  Another
lady who recently spent time in a women’s
refuge was in tears afterwards as she told
us how much people in the women’s refuge
need to hear this message. 



Seeing JesusSeeing Jesus

From an Unlock worker
When I drive to the estate every week I pray in 
the car on the way. I ask Jesus that all who I 

meet that day will see 
something or hear 
something of Him in me.

Yet every week I see 
something and hear 

something of Him in them.



On it you will find:On it you will find:--
•• Unlock storiesUnlock stories
•• Unlock resourcesUnlock resources
•• Updates from the placesUpdates from the places

we are workingwe are working
•• Our plans for the futureOur plans for the future
•• How to support UnlockHow to support Unlock’’s works work
•• Information about the next Unlock Information about the next Unlock 

London walkLondon walk

Unlock has a Unlock has a 
website . . .website . . .



www.unlock-urban.org.uk



www.unlockwww.unlock--urban.org.ukurban.org.uk

Available FreeAvailable Free

Unlock resources Unlock resources 
and approaches to and approaches to 
download from the download from the 

websitewebsite



•• Keep Calm and  . . . Keep Calm and  . . . 
•• Pop Goes the WeaselPop Goes the Weasel
•• Popcorn and Nachos Popcorn and Nachos 
•• Unlock DIYUnlock DIY
•• Unlock Stretched OutUnlock Stretched Out
•• What Now?What Now?
•• Easter at St JudeEaster at St Jude’’ss
•• Unlocking The ProdigalUnlocking The Prodigal
•• The Veronica SessionsThe Veronica Sessions

www.unlockwww.unlock--urban.org.ukurban.org.uk

Latest Resources. .Latest Resources. .



Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .

‘‘Unlock have understood theUnlock have understood the
importance of Scripture as narrative, importance of Scripture as narrative, 
rather than an abstract text that rather than an abstract text that 
communicates principles.communicates principles.
You do not flatten out the You do not flatten out the 
extraordinarily rich rangeextraordinarily rich range
of literature in the Bibleof literature in the Bible
into a series of principlesinto a series of principles’’



On Good Friday people were encouraged to hand out the pebbleOn Good Friday people were encouraged to hand out the pebbles, we had s, we had 
painted at church on the Walk of Witness. After the Walk, I tookpainted at church on the Walk of Witness. After the Walk, I took pebbles to all pebbles to all 
the businesses open that day and gave one to each person who wasthe businesses open that day and gave one to each person who was working, working, 
telling them it was a thanktelling them it was a thank--you from local churches for working on a Bank you from local churches for working on a Bank 
Holiday. At the supermarket the woman on the till was overjoyed.Holiday. At the supermarket the woman on the till was overjoyed. It was her It was her 
birthday and shebirthday and she’’d been trying to cadge the stone her colleague had been d been trying to cadge the stone her colleague had been 
given; so she was really pleased to be given one of her own.given; so she was really pleased to be given one of her own.
Likewise, at one of the greasy spoons, when I introducedLikewise, at one of the greasy spoons, when I introduced
myself, the woman behind the counter was quite snappy myself, the woman behind the counter was quite snappy ––
tired and harassed, it was a busy caftired and harassed, it was a busy caféé –– but when I quicklybut when I quickly
gave her and her cogave her and her co--workers a pebble each, her toneworkers a pebble each, her tone
changed straightaway, and her face and attitude meltedchanged straightaway, and her face and attitude melted
somewhat. This was a really good way of witnessing, andsomewhat. This was a really good way of witnessing, and
nono--one objected. People seemed pleased they had beenone objected. People seemed pleased they had been
remembered, and their sacrifice acknowledged. Some ofremembered, and their sacrifice acknowledged. Some of
the pebbles had overtly Christian messages,the pebbles had overtly Christian messages,
but still there were no objections.but still there were no objections.

Blessings Blessings 
PebblesPebbles



Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .

During Unlock DIY, after a taster Unlock During Unlock DIY, after a taster Unlock 
session:session:--

•• ‘‘This is more like This is more like withwith--reachreach than outthan out--reachreach’’

•• ‘‘I liked that I didnI liked that I didn’’t feelt feel
taught at but rather thattaught at but rather that
we were learningwe were learning
togethertogether’’



UnlockUnlock’’s originss origins

Unlock was founded in 1972 by a Unlock was founded in 1972 by a 
group of Christian leaders & group of Christian leaders & 
ministers whoministers who
shared a concernshared a concern
for the people offor the people of
BritainBritain’’s inners inner
cities. cities. 
Unlock is now 46 years old!Unlock is now 46 years old!



Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .

•• ‘‘Unlock have understood the importance Unlock have understood the importance 
of the narrative of peopleof the narrative of people’’s lives and how s lives and how 
our story interacts with Godour story interacts with God’’s story.s story.’’

•• ‘‘Unlock have understood how text can Unlock have understood how text can 
paralyze and intimidate people while paralyze and intimidate people while 
images can release peopleimages can release people
into expressing themselvesinto expressing themselves
and thus becoming part ofand thus becoming part of
a learning community.a learning community.’’



Local PartnershipsLocal Partnerships

Four elements come together to make an 
Unlock Local Partnership possible

location

funding worker

support

Unlock local partnership delivers . . . .

materials Unlock trainingadvice skillssupportexperience



Unlock develops Unlock develops ‘‘Unlock Local TeamsUnlock Local Teams’’ and and 
employs Unlock Discipleship Development employs Unlock Discipleship Development 
workers, part time, in UK Cities.workers, part time, in UK Cities.

Unlock workersUnlock workers
share Unlockshare Unlock’’s expertises expertise
and experience to enableand experience to enable
and resource localand resource local
churcheschurches

Unlock Local Unlock Local 
PartnershipsPartnerships



From an Unlock From an Unlock 
worker . .worker . .

When I started on this Unlock journey 10 months When I started on this Unlock journey 10 months 
ago I wasnago I wasn’’t quite sure which way or where it was t quite sure which way or where it was 
heading!heading!
I came to the estate not knowing anyone. Would I came to the estate not knowing anyone. Would 
anyone want to be part of this journey?anyone want to be part of this journey?
The local residents have been amazing, supportive The local residents have been amazing, supportive 
and encouraging. In the beginning they said, 'Well, and encouraging. In the beginning they said, 'Well, 
wewe’’ll support you, but well support you, but we’’re not religious!' but now re not religious!' but now 
they've started askingthey've started asking
questions about faith,questions about faith,
church, God, and suggestingchurch, God, and suggesting
things we could do together.things we could do together.
We are journeying together,We are journeying together,
itit’’s a good feeling! s a good feeling! 



Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .

‘‘Unlock sets out to Unlock sets out to 
set people free to set people free to 
discover Goddiscover God’’s s 
story for story for 
themselves, rather themselves, rather 
than creating than creating 
dependence on dependence on 
Bible Bible ‘‘expertsexperts’’..’’



•• We currently employ Unlock Discipleship We currently employ Unlock Discipleship 
Development workers in Hastings, Sheffield, Development workers in Hastings, Sheffield, 
Newcastle, Birmingham & Sunderland.Newcastle, Birmingham & Sunderland.

•• We are looking for groups of people in other UK We are looking for groups of people in other UK 
cities who are willing to work with us to develop cities who are willing to work with us to develop 
further Unlock Local Partnershipsfurther Unlock Local Partnerships

•• If you want to know more aboutIf you want to know more about
this contact thethis contact the
Unlock National OfficeUnlock National Office

Unlock Local Unlock Local 
PartnershipsPartnerships



The two former addicts who I have The two former addicts who I have 
established contact with are very established contact with are very 
keen to be involved in an Unlock keen to be involved in an Unlock 
group.  They both took the group.  They both took the ‘‘FatherFather’’s s 
Love LetterLove Letter’’ handout for themselves handout for themselves 
and were going to the pound shop to and were going to the pound shop to 
buy frames so they could put another buy frames so they could put another 
copy in them and give to their copy in them and give to their 
partners alongside the chocolates partners alongside the chocolates 
they made so it would save them they made so it would save them 
money!  One lady said she had no money!  One lady said she had no 
motivation to get out of bed and do motivation to get out of bed and do 
anything but because she had said anything but because she had said 
she would bring heart shaped she would bring heart shaped 
chocolate moulds she forced herself chocolate moulds she forced herself 
out of the house to come and was out of the house to come and was 
glad she did.glad she did.

In Burnley . .In Burnley . .
A Reason to A Reason to 

get out of bedget out of bed



starting point, which starting point, which 
enables a enables a sharing, not sharing, not 

from the power from the power 
invested position of invested position of 

the pulpit but from a the pulpit but from a 
common humanity.common humanity.’’

Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .

‘‘Unlock goes back to the way in which Unlock goes back to the way in which 
Christ taught, using stories and  Christ taught, using stories and  

situations as the situations as the commoncommon



I feel really encouraged by I feel really encouraged by 
the meetings with the the meetings with the 
residents and how they are residents and how they are 
engaging with what my engaging with what my 
work with Unlock is about.work with Unlock is about.
That was evident when in That was evident when in 
one of the meetings when one of the meetings when 
someone was getting quite someone was getting quite 
enthusiastic about what we enthusiastic about what we 
could do in the Craft & Chat could do in the Craft & Chat 
group and someone else group and someone else 
said, said, ‘‘yes, that all sounds yes, that all sounds 
great, but what about the great, but what about the 
faith bitfaith bit’’! ! 

What about the What about the 
faith bit?faith bit?



Things people Things people 
have said . . .have said . . .

•• ‘‘Unlock helped me Unlock helped me 
realise that the Bible is realise that the Bible is 
relevant to my life relevant to my life 
nownow’’

•• ‘‘Unlock brings our Unlock brings our 
everyday lives into everyday lives into 
conversation with the conversation with the 
BibleBible’’

•• ‘‘PeoplePeople’’s experiences experience
is a valid lens foris a valid lens for
looking at the Biblelooking at the Bible’’



Things people Things people 
have said . . .have said . . .

•‘Alpha just doesn’t fit; 
Unlock is much more 
relevant to the people
in our community’
•‘Starting with
experience is a
strength because 
everyone can talk
about their own 
experience.’



What churchesWhat churches
can do:can do:--

11. Take concrete and regular action . Take concrete and regular action 
which clearly communicates that the which clearly communicates that the 
day to day lives, work, and day to day lives, work, and 
experiences ofexperiences of
Everyday ChristiansEveryday Christians
is highly valued.is highly valued.



What churchesWhat churches
can do:can do:--

2. Find someone on the church fringe, or 2. Find someone on the church fringe, or 
beyond, who isnbeyond, who isn’’t a  confident reader, and t a  confident reader, and 
ask them to give you some ask them to give you some honest honest 
feedback on how comfortable they feel in feedback on how comfortable they feel in 
your churchyour church’’s worship and learning, or s worship and learning, or 
working; groups then act to improve theworking; groups then act to improve the
situation. (Like askingsituation. (Like asking
someone in a wheelchairsomeone in a wheelchair
to do a disabled accessto do a disabled access
survey of your building.)survey of your building.)



What churchesWhat churches
can do:can do:--

3.3. Collectively and individually Collectively and individually -- put put at at 
least as muchleast as much time, commitment and time, commitment and 
energy into doing community thingsenergy into doing community things
in the communityin the community
as you do intoas you do into
doing churchydoing churchy
things in church.things in church.



In the ceramics group we did, there was some In the ceramics group we did, there was some 
left over clay and I asked what would happen to left over clay and I asked what would happen to 
it, the leader said it would be thrown away, I it, the leader said it would be thrown away, I 
asked if I could have it and I sat and moulded it asked if I could have it and I sat and moulded it 
into small stones and made the shape of the into small stones and made the shape of the 
cross in each one.cross in each one.
When they had been fired, the people in craft When they had been fired, the people in craft 
and chat asked what I was going to do with and chat asked what I was going to do with 
them and I said Ithem and I said I’’m going to get them blessed m going to get them blessed 
then anyone who would like one can have one, then anyone who would like one can have one, 
theythey’’re small enough to fit inre small enough to fit in your purse or a your purse or a 
pocket and itpocket and it’’s just a reminder that God is with s just a reminder that God is with 
you wherever you are.you wherever you are.
I had them blessed then forgot they were in my I had them blessed then forgot they were in my 
bag, one of the young mums who comes to the bag, one of the young mums who comes to the 
group came in late, and she said, Igroup came in late, and she said, I’’ve come for ve come for 
my stone, have you brought them?my stone, have you brought them?
Everyone took a stone (some took more for Everyone took a stone (some took more for 
family members) I know itfamily members) I know it’’s only a small thing, s only a small thing, 
but my heart soars to know that several people but my heart soars to know that several people 
are walking around the estate knowing that God are walking around the estate knowing that God 
is with them. is with them. 

Clay CrossesClay Crosses



In Hull . . .In Hull . . .
In Hull, Unlock has specialised in the use of creative visual arIn Hull, Unlock has specialised in the use of creative visual arts ts 
and hands on activities. One of the keys in Hull seems to have and hands on activities. One of the keys in Hull seems to have 
been their way of thinking in very concrete terms, which fits been their way of thinking in very concrete terms, which fits 
well into traditional tabloid culture. In Hull they have well into traditional tabloid culture. In Hull they have –– made made 
bricks with no straw bricks with no straw –– literally; they have conducted an literally; they have conducted an ‘‘exodusexodus’’
from the safety of the church, into the from the safety of the church, into the ‘‘new territorynew territory’’ of the of the 

estate, on goestate, on go--carts that they had carts that they had 
all all worked together to build, and worked together to build, and 
they have they have ‘‘entered the promised landentered the promised land’’ by by 
placing a placing a big thick curtain across the big thick curtain across the 

sanctuary and then pulling it sanctuary and then pulling it 
down to reveal a feast of fish and down to reveal a feast of fish and 
chips, ready to share on the chips, ready to share on the 
other side . . . .other side . . . .

Active ExperiencesActive Experiences



I chatted to the people who came and got overwhelmingly positiveI chatted to the people who came and got overwhelmingly positive
feedback.  The gist of it was that it had taken a story they werfeedback.  The gist of it was that it had taken a story they were very e very 
familiar with and helped them see it with fresh eyes familiar with and helped them see it with fresh eyes -- that it had helped that it had helped 
it move from something they knew with their heads, to something it move from something they knew with their heads, to something that that 
touched their hearts, and that it had provoked some deep and heltouched their hearts, and that it had provoked some deep and helpful pful 
conversations, arising out of the themes of the parable and the conversations, arising out of the themes of the parable and the way it way it 
connected with their own lives and experiences.connected with their own lives and experiences. They saidThey said it had been a it had been a 
lot of fun as well, and that the lunch was good!lot of fun as well, and that the lunch was good!
I was asked some really good questions by churchI was asked some really good questions by church
members, such as, "How can we do more of this,members, such as, "How can we do more of this,
for ourselves?" and "How could we draw in those onfor ourselves?" and "How could we draw in those on
the edges of the church, who don't already know thethe edges of the church, who don't already know the
Stories in the Bible, for something a bit like this?"Stories in the Bible, for something a bit like this?" II
look forward to exploring what the answers tolook forward to exploring what the answers to
those questions might look like, in the months tothose questions might look like, in the months to
come!come!

Feedback on Unlocking Feedback on Unlocking 
the Prodigalthe Prodigal



Our Lent course has had a very strong Unlock Our Lent course has had a very strong Unlock 
influence and it's been such a great experience.influence and it's been such a great experience. We are a We are a 
church full of very practical, down to earth people who church full of very practical, down to earth people who 
tend to be quite private about what goes on inside them tend to be quite private about what goes on inside them 
and not have huge amounts of confidence.and not have huge amounts of confidence. Unlock Unlock 
hashas enabled usenabled us to share our experiences of prayerto share our experiences of prayer
and God in a much moreand God in a much more openopen
way.way. That, in turn has led to aThat, in turn has led to a
new courage and willingness tonew courage and willingness to
pray for and with one another,pray for and with one another,
which makes me a very humble,which makes me a very humble,
grateful, happy Vicar indeed.grateful, happy Vicar indeed.’’

A Humble and A Humble and 
Grateful VicarGrateful Vicar



HullHull
Unlock work is being

developed with a
Friendship group for older members 

of the local
community and with young families

Unlock Hull is 
based in and 
around Hull
Community 

Church; home of 
World of Wonder 

(above)

We will shortly be
recruiting a new Unlock 

Hull Worker



Birmingham with Birmingham with 
Social MediaSocial Media

Our Vision for this new work 
in Birmingham, in 

partnership with the St 
Peter’s Saltley Trust, is to 

investigate the potential use 
of Social Media for 

facilitating Unlock’s 
approach to Urban Mission

Adam North 
is our 

Unlock 
Worker for 

Birmingham
We are seeking out local churches 

who are already working in this 
way so that we can learn together 

and from each other.



Jacqueline has supported 
locals leaders to establish 
FAB (Faith at Bede’s) 
which runs all day on 
Fridays and includes 
something everyone from 
new babies to the elderly.

Town End Farm,Town End Farm,
SunderlandSunderland

Jacqueline 
Atkinson, 

Unlock 
worker for 
Town End 

Farm

The work is based around St 
Bede’s, a decommissioned 
church building in the heart 

of the community

Working with un-churched local people 
Jacqueline has brought a disused chapel 
back into community use and established 

a monthly Bible session for young 
families and regular times of reflection.



HastingsHastings
Like many English seaside 

towns Hastings has 
significant pockets of 

poverty. Our work there has 
been entrusted to a small 

local voluntary team who are 
learning from the Bible how 

to support each other in 
times of personal crisis Lynette is 

our 
Unlock 

Hastings 
worker

Lynette is out and about 
meeting Hastings people 

and exploring who wants to 
compare their own everyday 

stories with the stories in 
the Bible.



Woodhouse,Woodhouse,
SheffieldSheffield

Siggy is the 
Unlock worker 

for 
Woodhouse 

Sheffield

This work is funded by
Sheffield Methodist Circuit 

and based at Trinity 
Woodhouse Methodist 

Church but is reaching out 
into the community and to 

all denominations



One week our theme was One week our theme was 'It's not my Fault''It's not my Fault' the the 
group told stories about situations when they had group told stories about situations when they had 
been blamed for something someone else did, we been blamed for something someone else did, we 
then watched a video of the crucifixion. then watched a video of the crucifixion. As it finished As it finished 
two group members were sat teary eyed and deeply two group members were sat teary eyed and deeply 
moved. The time eating what we have cooked actually moved. The time eating what we have cooked actually 
provides a space for reflective discussion, and eating provides a space for reflective discussion, and eating 
the food means that more dominant the food means that more dominant 
chatty participants make room forchatty participants make room for
others to talk! So as we chewedothers to talk! So as we chewed
it over (sorry!) it became clear it was theit over (sorry!) it became clear it was the
first time that any of the group had madefirst time that any of the group had made
the connection that Jesus was taking thethe connection that Jesus was taking the
blame for themblame for them..

In Liverpool . . .In Liverpool . . .



'The 'The ChristingleChristingle service was all set up in theservice was all set up in the
Community Chapel, the local residents associationCommunity Chapel, the local residents association
choir had been practicing and sounded like angels!!choir had been practicing and sounded like angels!!
The candles were lit. The 30 The candles were lit. The 30 ChristinglesChristingles were readywere ready
(a group of(a group of us had put them together in the afternoon). The us had put them together in the afternoon). The 
chapel can seat 30 so I thought we would have more than chapel can seat 30 so I thought we would have more than 
enough roomenough room……well that star must have been shining over Town well that star must have been shining over Town 
End Farm; people started coming in, we led them to the chapel, End Farm; people started coming in, we led them to the chapel, 
then one of the residents came running in saying, then one of the residents came running in saying, ‘‘YouYou’’ll never fit ll never fit 
them all in the chapel, there are lots of people coming.them all in the chapel, there are lots of people coming.’’ Sure Sure 
enough everything had to be moved into the community hall enough everything had to be moved into the community hall 
(former church). Over 60 Adults and Children came; amazing!!(former church). Over 60 Adults and Children came; amazing!!
The choir led the carols, one of the residents read prayers (sheThe choir led the carols, one of the residents read prayers (she
had never done anything like that before) one of the residents had never done anything like that before) one of the residents 
children sang the first verse of Away in a Manger, and when we children sang the first verse of Away in a Manger, and when we 
dimmed the lights and everyone joined in with the singing, it wadimmed the lights and everyone joined in with the singing, it was s 
beautiful!beautiful!

In Sunderland . . .In Sunderland . . .



Being Flexible Being Flexible 
‘‘I have learnt, from others that have been involved I have learnt, from others that have been involved 
in in urban nonurban non--book Bible group learning, the importance of book Bible group learning, the importance of 
listening to the group's stories, and adapting sessions to listening to the group's stories, and adapting sessions to 
their experiences, rather than sticking rigidly to planned their experiences, rather than sticking rigidly to planned 
outlines. That was true with the pre Christmas Staying for outlines. That was true with the pre Christmas Staying for 
Lunch session. The planned session was around the theme Lunch session. The planned session was around the theme 
'Celebration' but in response to the'Celebration' but in response to the
opening questions the Mums told storiesopening questions the Mums told stories
about expense, debt and tryingabout expense, debt and trying
to make ends meet. The Bible storyto make ends meet. The Bible story
I had prepared, the Wedding at Cana,I had prepared, the Wedding at Cana,
didn't resonate so well so we talked aboutdidn't resonate so well so we talked about
the widow's lost coin instead.the widow's lost coin instead.’’

In Liverpool . . .In Liverpool . . .



Please Please dondon’’tt
assume that . .assume that . .

•• Just because people are able to read Just because people are able to read 
that they like to, or that itthat they like to, or that it’’s the best s the best 
way for them to learn.way for them to learn.

•• Those who are notThose who are not
confident readers confident readers 
are not smart.are not smart.

•• What worksWhat works
for you works forfor you works for
everyone else.everyone else.



•• Everyone who wants to learn will find a Everyone who wants to learn will find a 
way.way.

•• ‘‘It didnIt didn’’t dot do meme any harm, did it?any harm, did it?’’ is is 
actually true!actually true!

•• If church doesnIf church doesn’’tt
do it, it isndo it, it isn’’t holy.t holy.

•• If it isnIf it isn’’t in at in a
book it doesnbook it doesn’’t havet have
any authorityany authority

Please Please dondon’’t t 
assume that . .assume that . .



•• People who are not attracted by People who are not attracted by 
courses are notcourses are not
interested in learninginterested in learning
about their faith.about their faith.

•• Those with noThose with no
qualifications havequalifications have
nothing to teach.nothing to teach.

Please Please dondon’’t t 
assume that . .assume that . .



Things People Things People 
have said . . .have said . . .

From Unlock Glasgow:From Unlock Glasgow:--
There has been a weekly Unlock Group running, and There has been a weekly Unlock Group running, and 
Billy wrote to us: Billy wrote to us: 
““The group went very well.  We had 10 people there The group went very well.  We had 10 people there 
and out of those 10 only 3 were regulars at the and out of those 10 only 3 were regulars at the 
church.church.”” ““We are on week 5 of our Unlock sessions We are on week 5 of our Unlock sessions 
and itand it’’s going very well.s going very well. Our group has lost a few folk Our group has lost a few folk 
but those left have said "It has changed my life" and but those left have said "It has changed my life" and 
"it has helped restore my faith in God"it has helped restore my faith in God’’s people" so we s people" so we 
must be doing something right!! must be doing something right!! 



An Unlock StoryAn Unlock Story

Mike came to Unlock group last week, he is an (on and 
off) alcoholic. He used to go to church, but he 
struggled with the congregation and eventually left. 
Since then he has always associated Christianity and 
Jesus with being judged for his failings (his addiction 
to alcohol) – it was wonderful to be able to talk to him 
about how Jesus loves everybody, no matter how they 
have lived their lives. Mike struggled with this idea, but 
wants to talk more. As time goes on I want to think 
about how Jesus came to give freedom from 
oppression (including addiction) as well as having 
some conversations about grace and forgiveness when 
the time feels right. This is very exciting, but I think it 
is going to take a long time to journey through all this 
stuff.

Freedom from OppressionFreedom from Oppression



Partnerships . . .Partnerships . . .

Unlock has successful working Unlock has successful working 
relationships with the relationships with the Urban Theology Urban Theology 

UnionUnion, , Church ArmyChurch Army, the , the National National 
Estate Churches NetworkEstate Churches Network, and the , and the 
Lindisfarne Training PartnershipLindisfarne Training Partnership

Unlock also has an established
Partnership with The Bible Society and 

is grateful for their ongoing support.

Unlock has a rewarding partnership 
with The Saltley Trust in Birmingham 
which is enabling us to explore the potential 
use of social Media in Urban Mission and with 
the Queen’s Foundation where we can 
have a training impact on those training to be 
Methodist Deacons



A story from an Unlock worker. Trev has spent most of his life 
wrestling with drug addiction. He receives benefits once every two 
weeks and has usually spent most of the money by the evening of the 
day he receives it. Recently Trev was at a friend's house with a few 
people and a dealer – late in the evening Trev and another person fell 
out over money, Trev was beaten up and thrown out of the house. I 
heard from someone else in the area that Trev – who has a long 
history of violence - had gone back to the house late at night 
apologised for his actions and told the other party that they were 
forgiven. Needless to say, this took everyone by surprise! Speaking to 
Trev later that week I discovered that he remembered a similar 
incident over six months ago which we had spent some time together 
reflecting on using the Unlock cycle – this had prompted him to think 
about, and ultimately change – his response to this incident.

A History of Violence. ..A History of Violence. ..



It is urgently focussed on It is urgently focussed on 
bringing bringing GodGod’’s Good s Good 
NewsNews to those who have to those who have 
often been ignored as often been ignored as 
unimportant, here, on our unimportant, here, on our 
own doorsteps, in our own doorsteps, in our 
own UK cities.own UK cities.

UnlockUnlock’’s work is abouts work is about

Christian MissionChristian Mission



If you want to know more about our work If you want to know more about our work 
you canyou can: : --

•• Contact the Unlock National OfficeContact the Unlock National Office
•• Visit the Unlock website Visit the Unlock website ––
•• Follow Unlock News on Facebook Follow Unlock News on Facebook 
•• Add your name to our mailing list by Add your name to our mailing list by 

completing the contact form on the Unlock completing the contact form on the Unlock 
websitewebsite

www.unlockwww.unlock--urban.org.ukurban.org.uk

Stay in TouchStay in Touch



Telephone: - 0114 2939060
Postal Address:-
Unlock, Handsworth Parish Centre
Handsworth Road
Sheffield
S13 9BZ

www.unlock-urban.org.uk
E-mail: -
National Office: office@unlock-urban.org.uk
Chief Officer: dawn@unlock-urban.org.uk

How to Contact How to Contact 
UnlockUnlock


